Comparison of 2D fingerprint methods for multiple-template similarity searching on compound activity classes of increasing structural diversity.
We studied the similarity search performance of differently designed molecular fingerprints using multiple reference structures and different search strategies. For this purpose, nine compound activity classes were assembled that exclusively consisted of molecules with different core structures and that represented different levels of intra-class structural diversity. Thus, there was a strict one-to-one correspondence between test compounds and core structures. Analysis of unique core structures was found to be a better measure of class diversity than distributions of simplified scaffolds. On increasingly diverse classes, a trainable fingerprint using a unique search strategy performed better than others tested herein. Overall, clear preferences were detected for nearest-neighbor search strategies over fingerprint-averaging techniques. Nearest-neighbor searching that relied on selecting database compounds most similar to one of the reference structures often improved compound recovery over other averaging methods, but at the cost of decreasing the ability to detect hits that were structurally distinct from reference molecules.